2012, Feb 17

Friday Night Hard News Call

Opening Meditation:

Angelsu

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

● BBS Radio: BBS got $304 today; still owe $296 for Feb 2-4; $300 for this week
● T & R's rent
- need only $280 to cover the rent.
- $100 to pay ET's garage
● On the website:

www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com

There's a Paypal button here.

Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or let MariettaRobert know: 317-773-0061
Hard News:
Angelsu: an e-mail that oil, gas
R: got call from Heidi – BIS – said something big is going to break
●also President's Day on Monday
●A passion arising and people that have never felt this before, are feeling it now, and these ones are
spending all kind of money, but they can't buy themselves into Ascension
●Rama has a hard time not jumping out of his skin
●Bernie Sanders: right wing like to show themselves as deficit hawks: find the deficit and pin it on the
donkey
●Bernie pointed out all the things they do that shows them as NOT deficit hawks
● Thom – need a massive jobs bill to build infrastructure
●Bernie – voted against the Payroll Tax but it passed
●yes, we need a tax break but it diverts money from the social security trust fund
●BO says that this is the last time this will happen; the General Fund will pay it back
have to keep the social security trust
●Postal service – laid off 200+ people
●All about the pension – a poison pill in 2006, Bush Jr
●Will be a spiritual shift and download quantum information
● Nara Sala - a speech from Beirut, Lebanon
●the snipers are black ops, very highly programmed
●As we arrest our criminals over here, everyone else will arrest in their own area
K of Egypt: warrants have been sent out for Rupert and James Murdoch
Native American Calling: the DJ [Harley] – talking of 2012 story
● the movie showing earth changes lining all up with centre of MWG in Dec 21, 2012
It has already happened: Oct 28, 2011
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● we have to take a quantum leap and give all the other kingdoms credence – widen your playing
field and invite the fairies and all to take their place in the circle
● Harley met a tree person in Zion National Park in Utah; the Douglas Fir spoke to him and told
him that they had been longer than his friend, the Christ – as much as 6,000 years

ANONYMOUS Operation Mayhem 2012

Audio:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wLluiN04q8
Imagine we no longer fear
Imagine corrupt corporations start to fear us
Imagine we conquer freedom by beginning to be free
Conference Call:
●The book, Secret Places of the Lion, re-codes the dates: the Hebrew chronology has left things out
by George Hunt Williamson
Tara reviews the prologue
[SEE BELOW]
●Sonja: tells about Peru, as she is from there
● Queros, Peru
Look up: The Four Winds Society
●Initiation by Barbara Jenkins – a teacher who went there to teach English
she was initiated to highest levels
●no such thing as good or evil: just finer energy and denser energy
●Contact Alberto at the Four Winds Society
●To get there, have to go to Lima, and then Cousco
●From what she reads from SaLuSa and Hilarion: it's intent that counts [for the highest good of all
concerned; in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the Christ]
●In this new disposition, Sananda takes his place beside Maitreya – sharing a “position”
The ship is The New Jerusalem – Ashtar is the captain; Sananda Kumara is the Admiral
Tara: it parks in front of Sirius!!!
Sonja: it dances and flashes its light and does figure 8s
Reading: Lord James of Blackheath - 15 Trillion dollars and 750 thousand metric tonnes of gold

[SEE BELOW]

Audio:

Bill Maher

Audio:

The Last Symbol

Reading:

Secret Places of the Lion: Alien Influences on Earth's Destiny
by George Hunt Williamson
Copyright © 1958, 1989, 1996 by George Hunt Williamson
ISBN 97800-89281-601-9

The Prologue – see next page.
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Prologue
What and where are the SECRET PLACES OF THE LION? History is rewritten in these pages of
translations from very ancient manuscripts preserved in the great library of one of the world's timehonoured mystery schools . . . a “lost city” high in the mountains of Peru. Few go there today, because only
selected students of life trod the footworn path to its antediluvian gate.
In this city lives a master teacher . . . a survivor of the Elders, the great men who lived on earth
when “giants' roamed the planet. One hundred and forty-four individuals work under this mentor, and
some of them were formerly the “great” of earth.
Pharaohs . . . artists . . . saints . . . scientists . . .poets. Some of the “unknown” are there, too;
those history forgot to record, but those who nevertheless shaped empires, kings, ideologies, and
doctrines! The “crowned” and the “uncrowned” mingle here in fellowship.
It is the purpose of this work to show that the race spirit incarnated or ensouled itself into race
leaders of the dim past . . . these leaders constitute the “Goodly Company”. This band is composed of men
and women from other worlds in time and space. They originally arrived on earth to assist mankind here in
its lob climb from “beasthood” to “godhead”.
They migrated to earth – the “dark star” . . . planet of “sorrow” - about eighteen million years ago
and have worked ceaselessly and tirelessly in their gigantic task of acting as the Creator's mentors to a
backward, fallen race. They have come into life as Osiris . . . Apollo . . Mercury . . . Thoth . . . the
legendary gods of the ancients, and later incarnated as rulers of the people.
Baal, Bacchus, Moloch, and other false gods were nothing but pure earth deities, and always
became the ruling hierarchy in the pantheon after a “Golden Age” had gone out in a blood-bath. Great
universal truth was brought to mankind through the instrumentality of beings from more enlightened
worlds, and an age where “men talked with the angels” inevitably followed, only to decline and fall in decay
when the mentorship was removed.
Examples of such periods would be the eclipse of truth that followed after the death of the great
Pharaoh Amunhotep IV (Akhnaton), the first ruler in history to declare his belief in one God; and the veil
that was thrown over the Word of the Infinite Father after the Crucifixion on Golgotha, when truthseeking mankind was literally thrown to ravening beasts and clandestine councils handed down edicts which
deprived man of God-given knowledge and truth!
The “Goodly Company” - the “Wanderers” who volunteer to come into earthly existence – time and
time again have assisted mankind for thousands of years in all ages. They would declare universal wisdom
and truth at a certain period of history when man had been prepared to receive it and then they would
withdraw for a time to see what man would do with the new-found knowledge. Thus, the rises and plateaux
of man's cultural history emerged.
During a hiatus of universal influx, man was ruled by powerful and aggressive earth spirits.
Examples of such periods were be the decadent rule in colonies of the “Motherland” after the
submergence of Lemuria and Atlantis; the idolatrous period of late dynastic Egypt; the perversion and
licentiousness of Rome under the Caesars.
Legends of earth are rich in knowledge of the “Star People” . . . the “Above People” . . . the “Gods
who came from the Sun or descended from Heaven to walk among mortals.” Behind these so-called myths,
which at first appear to be the imagining and fantasies of superstitious people, we find a logical answer to
why man adored the immortals of Olympus and other fabled abodes of the great gods. We discover the
startling truth behind the tales of the gods of classical mythology!
The ancient scribes and prophets spoke literal truth when they told later generations that angels
and gods had taken on mortal flesh . . . descended from their radiant heavenly homes . . . to lift the
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physical , mental and spiritual level of humanity on the “dark star” in the Father's Cosmic House!
It is also the purpose of this work to show that there are fantastic historical treasures which
constitute a great legacy for mankind hidden in secret chambers under some of the wonders of the world!
The “four corners” of the earth enclose timeless records that for millennia have been hidden from
the eyes of seeking man. These priceless accounts of the struggles and intrigues of this planet are now
coming to light – the SECRET PLACES OF THE LION are opening to the vibrations of a New Age!
The negative, opposing force which always intends to hold man back and keep him for ever in the
dark chains of brutishness and beastliness has been behind the destruction of the great treasure-houses
of remote antiquity. Examples would be the destruction of the Aton Tablets in Akhnaton's record sanctum
by the evil Amun priesthood after the great Pharaoh's assassination; the burning of the Alexandria library
by fanatics in A.D. 389, the largest and most famous repository of antiquity, containing over seven
hundred thousand volumes, comprising most of the literary treasures of the ancient world, an inestimable
loss which brought about the “Dark Ages”; the total destruction of the Aztec libraries, where priceless
codices were ravaged with fire and sword by Cortez in A.D. 1519 as he sacrificed untold treasures to
greed and they were swallowed up in his incendiarism.
Certain secret orders have always managed to salvage or save universal truth, and on clay tablets,
scrolls, and papyri they recorded the truth, so that future man might know . . . and in the knowing, the
truth would make him free from the bondage of untold ages.
These records were hidden in tombs . . . secret chambers . . . caverns . . temple ruins . . .
catacombs . . . and every secret recess and tunnel was utilized. These records deal with the Most Ancient
Wisdom and will be rediscovered in the years immediately ahead. These truths have been secreted away –
then discovered, only to be buried again after they served their purpose of revealing that which was to be
known during a particular age and time in man's spiritual development.
George Hunt Williamson, pp 1-3, Secret Places of the Lion,
copyright 1958, 1989, 1996
ISBN 978-0-89281-601-9
Destiny Books,
One Park Street,
Rochester, Vermont 05767
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2012, Feb 16, update on Feb 17

Lord James of Blackheath - 15 Trillion dollars and 750 thousand metric tonnes of gold
16.02.2012 17:37 in Lord James of Blackheath
Breaking news Lord James of Blackheath has spoken in the House of Lords holding evidence of three
transactions of 5 Trillion each and a transaction of 750,000 metric tonnes of gold and has called for an
investigation.
Bookmark: http://www.rayservers.com/blog/Lord James of Blackheath for updates
Update 21:22 GMT:

Unofficial Transcript of the speech by Lord James of Blackheath, in the Lords
Chamber of the House of Lords, London, on 16 February 2012
I'm going to start with my conclusions, but I'm not going to sit down when I've made them. Because
I'm then going to give you the evidence to support them and hopefully present to you the reasons why I
want support for an official inquiry into the mischief I want to unfold to you this afternoon.
My lords, I have been engaged in pursuit of this issue for nearly 2 years now, and I'm no further
through to getting to the truth.
I think there are three possible conclusions that may come from it. I think there may have been a
massive piece of money laundering committed by a major government which ought to know better and
that it has effectively undermined the integrity of the British bank the Royal Bank of Scotland, in doing
so. The second alternative is that a major American department has an agency that has gone rogue on it
because it has been wound up and has created a structure out of which they are seeking to get at least
50 billion Euros as a payoff. And the third possibility is that this is an extraordinarily elaborate fraud
which has not been carried out but which has been prepared in order to provide a threat to one
government or more if they don't pay them off. So there are three possibilities and this all needs a very
urgent review.
My Lords, it starts in April and May of 2009, with the alleged transfer to the United Kingdom, to
HSBC of a sum of 50 trillion dollars and seven days later, in comes another 50 trillion dollars to HSBC,
and then 3 weeks later another 50 trillion. 5 trillion in each case. Sorry. A total of 15 trillion dollars is
alleged to have been passed into the hands of HSBC for onward transit to the Royal Bank of Scotland
and we need to look at where this came from and what the history of this money is. And I have been
trying to sort out the sequence by which this money has been created and from where it has come from
for a long time.
It starts off apparently as the property of a man called Yohannes Riyadi. Which has some claims to be
the richest man in the world. Well he would be if all the money that was owed to him was paid, but I
have seen accounts of his showing he owns 36 trillion dollars in a bank. And it is a ridiculous sum of
money. On the other hand the 36 trillion dollars would be consistent with the dynasty from which he
comes and the fact that they had been effectively the emperors of Indo-China in times gone by. But a
lot of that money has been taken away from him with his consent by the American treasury over the
years for the specific purpose of helping to support the dollar.
He has sent to me a really quite remarkable document which is dated in February 2006 in which the
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American government, according to a meeting with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, which is
neither a Federal Reserve, nor a Bank. It's a bit like celebrity big brother. It's got three names to
describe it and none of them are true. And this document, which is quite astonishing, purports to have
been a meeting. It is witnessed by Mr. Alan Greenspan, who signed for the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, of which he was chairman, as well as the real Federal Reserve Bank in Washington. And it
is signed by Mr. Timothy Geithner, as a witness on behalf of the International Monetary Fund who sent
two witnesses, the other one being Mr. Yusuke Horiguchi and these gentlemen have signed as witnesses
to the effect that this deal is a proper deal. There are a lot of other signatures on here as well. This is not
a photocopy. This is an original version of the contract. Under which the American treasury has
apparently got the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to offer to buy out the bonds which have been
issued to Mr. Riyadi to replace the cash which has been taken from him over the previous ten years and
they're giving him 500 million dollars, as a cash payment to buyout worthless bonds.
Now this is all in the agreement and it's very remarkable. I would have thought that establishing
whether this is a correct piece of paper or not is just 2 phone calls away. One to Mr. Geithner and one to
Mr. Greenspan. Both of whom still prosper and live, so they could easily confirm whether they signed
this.
Mr. Riyadi has, by passing these bonds over, also put at the disposal of the U.S. Treasury the entire
asset backing which he was alleged to have for the 15 trillion. I now have a letter here -- from the Bank
of Indonesia, which says that the whole thing was a pack of lies. That he did not have the 750,000
tonnes of gold which was supposed to be backing it. He only had 700 tonnes. And this is really a piece
of complete fabrication.
Finally, I have a letter here from Mr. Riyadi himself, who tells me he was put up to do this and that
none of it was true and that he has been robbed of all his money and I'm quite prepared to recognize
that one of the possibilities here is that Mr. Riyadi is himself putting this together as a forgery in order
to try and win some recovery back.
But it gets more complicated than that. Because each of the 5 trillion payments that came in has been
acknowledged and receipted by the executives at HSBC and again receipted by the executives at the
Royal Bank of Scotland. And I have a set of the whole of those receipts for all of this money. Why
would any bank want to sign 5 trillion dollars worth, 15 trillion total, of receipts if the money didn't
exist.
The money was said to have come, first of all from the Riyadi account, to the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, and from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York it was passed through JPMorgan Chase in
New York for onward transit to London. The means of sending it was a SWIFT note, which ought to
have been registered with the Bank of England if it was genuine. So when this happened and came
about, I first of all took it to my noble friend Lord Strathclyde (sp?), and said, "what do we do with
this"?
He said, give it to Lord Sassoon, he's with treasury. So we did and Lord Sassoon looked at it and said
immediately, "This is rubbish -- it's far too much money, it would stick out like a sore thumb and you
can't see it in the Royal Bank of Scotland accounts". Quite right. Secondly he said, "The gold backing
is ridiculous, there has only ever been 1,507 tonnes of gold mined in the history of the world, so you
can't have 750,000 tonnes" [Editors Note: The 1,507 tonnes is not correct, but the number is still FAR
smaller than the 750,000 tonnes -- somewhere around 150,000 metric tonnes]. This is true and the third
thing he said obviously was, "it's a scam", and I agree with him. It was a scam. The problem is we
stopped looking at that point. We should have asked, what is the scam? Instead of, at that time, just
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nodding it off. And we have never really resolved this, because today, I have this piece of paper.
Which is my justification for bringing it into this meeting today, which is available on the internet and
I'm astonished that it hasn't already been unearthed by the treasury and every alarm bell in the land
should be ringing if it has. Because this is the general audit office of the Federal Reserve...the real
Federal Reserve in Washington. And its audit review in the end of July of 2010 on the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York. It has on it, some 20 banks listed, to which 16.115 trillion dollars are outstanding in
loans. My Lords, that is the sore thumb that was being looked for by Lord Sassoon.
But more particularly there are two other very interesting things in this. The first is that Barclays Bank
got 868 billion in loans, the Royal Bank of Scotland has got 541 billion, in which case, one has to ask,
is that they could have earned in three weeks, enough to pay off their entire indebtedness to the
taxpayers of Britain, why they have not done so and can we please ask them to put a check in the post
for the whole 46 billion.
And the third thing that is wrong with it is that every bank on this list, without exception, is an MTNregistered bank. Which means they are registered to use the medium term notes to move funds between
themselves with an agreed profit share formula. In which case these banks are investing this money and
most extraordinary, not a penny of interest does the Federal Reserve Bank want paid on this vast
amount of 16 trillion.
Anyone amongst yourselves who knows what the IMF rules for financials are will immediately smell a
rat. Because the IMF has very strict rules for validating dodgy money. There are two ways of doing it.
You either pass it through a major central bank, like the Bank of England, who have apparently refused
to touch this. Or alternatively, you put it through to a bank which is an MTN trading bank. Which is
then able to use the funds on the overnight European MTN trading market where they can earn between
1 and 2.5% profit per night. And the compound interest on that is huge. So there is a vast profit being
made with this money somewhere if it is in fact genuine.
So my Lords, I believe that this is such an important issue now that I've put everything I've got on this
subject into a 104 megabyte memory thumb. And I want the government to put this to some suitable
investigative bureau and take everything I've got on the subject and find out what the truth is about
what is going on here because there is something very seriously wrong. Either we have a huge amount
of tax uncollected on profits made, or we've got a vast amount of money festering away in the
European banking system which is not real money, in which case we need to take it back. My Lords, I
ask for an investigation and please support my plea.
http://www.rayservers.com/blog/lord-james-of-blackheath---15-trillion-dollars-and-750-thousand-metric-tonnes-ofgold
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